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Abstract

We have collected polarisation spectra for over 70 as-

teroids of various taxonomic classes. Data obtained so

far confirm a predictable relation between polarization

spectra and albedo, but at the same time indicate also

some previously unexplored dependences upon other

surface properties, including regolith properties. We

show that asteroids exhibiting very similar reflectance

spectra can display strong differences in their polariza-

tion spectra, and we conclude that spectropolarimetry

is a more powerful tool to reveal the great diversity

displayed by the small bodies of our solar system than

traditional spectro-photometric techniques.

1. Introduction

Light scattered by surfaces is polarized. The state of

the polarization of the scattered radiation depends on

the structure and composition of the reflecting surface

and on the scattering angle, and polarimetric measure-

ments as function of the scattering angle may reveal in-

formation about the physical properties of the reflect-

ing surface.

Broadband linear polarization (BBLP) measure-

ments have long been used as a remote sensing tool

for the characterisation of the objects of our solar sys-

tem. BBLP measurements in the standard optical fil-

ters are usually plotted as a function of the phase-angle

(the angle between the sun and the observer as seen

from the target object). The morphology of the result-

ing phase-polarization curves may be used for the pur-

poses of albedo determinations (see Cellino et al. 2015

and references therein), to infer some properties of the

surface regolith such as the average particle sizes, and

for asteroid classification (Penttilä et al. 2005, Bel-

skaya et al. 2017).

Comparatively less attention has been paid to the

way polarisation depends on wavelength. Most of

the relevant works are actually based on multi-filter

BBLP measurments (Lupishko & Kiselev 1995; Bel-

skaya et al. 2009; Lupishko & Shkuratov 2016) while

low-resolution spectropolarimetry of asteroids was in-

troduced by Bagnulo et al. (2015).

2. Earlier works

Bagnulo et al. (2015) have shown that polarization

spectra of low albedo and intermediate albedo aster-

oids exhibit opposite trends, namely: the polarization

spectra of low albedo asteroids always have a posi-

tive gradient, and intermediate albedo asteroids always

have a negative gradient. This confirmed preliminary

results obtained by Lupishko & Kiselev (1995) and

Belskaya et al. (2009), based on multi-colour BBLP

data, and suggested that the slope of the polarization

spectra may be linked to the albedo. Bagnulo et al.

(2015) also unveiled an unexpected variety of situa-

tions. Some of them show up as violation of the Umov

law. The Umov law says that light reflected by darker

objects is more polarized than light reflected by ob-

jects with higher albedo; however, it was found that

in contrast to what expected from basic physical con-

siderations, reflectance and polarization spectra of as-

teroid (236) Honoria are correlated positively. This

discovery represents a challenge for theory, and stim-

ulates further developments of the modelling of the

scattered light. Both Belskaya et al. (2009) and Bag-

nulo et al. (2015) proposed that the slope of the spec-

tral dependence of polarization of asteroids exhibit op-

posite signs in the negative and in the positive branch
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of the curve of polarisation versus phase-angle. This

fact was confirmed (on a more systematic basis) by

Lupishko & Shkuratov (2016).

If we could establish a firm link between albedo

and wavelength-dependence of the degree of polariza-

tion (as our preliminary results seem to suggest) we

would accomplish a crucial step forward in asteroid

science: joint to absolute magnitude measurements,

spectropolarimetry would allow us to measure the size

of asteroids, with implications particularly important

for the characterization of potentially hazardous near-

Earth objects.

3. New measurements

Using the ISIS instrument of the William Herschel

Telescope and the FORS2 instrument of the ESO Very

Large Telescope, we have now collected 144 polari-

sation spectra of 72 different asteroids belonging to

different taxonomic classes and with different albedo,

and started to construct the first spectropolarimetric

database of asteroids. We have explored in detail the

complex taxonomic classes S and C, which include a

significant numbers of sub-classes that can correspond

to a variety of relevant differences in terms of com-

position, regolith properties and overall collisonal and

thermal histories of the objects. While still working

on a classification scheme for spectropolarimetry, we

have found examples of asteroids with relatively sim-

ilar optical reflectance spectra but different polariza-

tion properties. The natural interpretation of this find-

ing is that the diversity of surface structures may best

revealed via spectropolarimetric measurements than

through “usual” spectro-photometry.
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